
 

Packet 5 
 
1. A group that included Weeteef Cyu-Bee and a Gigoran named Moroff successfully recovered these 

objects from an armored vehicle transporting them through Tythoni Square. That assault team was 
led by Benthic and Edrio, who both wore breathing apparatuses that gave them the nickname (*) 
“Tubes.” Lyra gave her daughter a necklace containing one of these objects, who many years later fiddled 
with it while waiting for a stolen cargo shuttle to gain clearance to land. TX-225 tanks carried these objects 
from an ancient temple to a Star Destroyer that hovered over the Holy City of Jedha. For 10 points, identify 
these objects used in the Death Star superlaser and lightsabers to focus light energy.  
ANSWER: kyber crystal [prompt on crystal] <STW> <VP> 
 

2. During a discussion with Picard in his ready room, Data uses this device as part of an analogy 
arguing why he should not be handed over to Commander Maddox. Close proximity to this device 
forced Worf to be pushed from one quantum reality into another. Via the E-band, the Romulans 
used this device to send commands to a sleeper agent that nearly assassinated Klingon Governor 
Vagh. Tolian Soran reprogrammed this device to allow the Duras sisters to determine the (*) shield 
frequency of the Enterprise-D, which was displayed on a console in Main Engineering. In First Contact, 
this device was replaced with ocular implants. For 10 points, identify this device that grants a blind 
engineer sight. 
ANSWER: Geordi’s VISOR [prompt on descriptive answers indicating Geordi’s seeing device, but the 
name is required] <TNG> <VP> 
 

3. At one point, this character tells a recruiter “you need lab rabbits to curl up in your damn capsule. 
With its heart going ‘pitter-patter,’ and a wire up the kazoo.”  Later, this man shows respect for one 
of his fellow pilots by saying “It takes a special kind of man to volunteer for a suicide mission, 
especially one that's on TV.” That pilot was (*) Gus Grissom. This character broke his ribs when thrown 
off his horse the night before he flew a plane named for his wife, “Glamorous Glennis." He nearly died 
trying to reach the edge of the atmosphere in an experimental Lockheed NF-104A. For 10 points, identify 
this man depicted in The Right Stuff by Sam Shepard, whose 1947 flight in the Bell X-1 broke the sound 
barrier. 
ANSWER: Chuck Yeager <MOV> <TE> 
 

4. Hugh Culber introduced Paul Stamets to the Kasseelian form of these works when they first met in a 
cafe. In First Contact before the initial battle, Riker makes an incorrect guess about one of these 
works, which Picard is enjoying in his ready room. Before a fire fight, Odo remarked if he were to 
fall in battle, he’d expect nothing less than an entire one of these works about his death. The line 
"illogical, illogical, illogical" was inserted into one of them by (*) Voyager’s Doctor, who was fond of 
them. Worf practices this art form after being trapped in an escape pod for four days, because the pod had 
good acoustics. A real-life one titled 'u' (apostrophe-U-apostrophe) was written entirely in Klingon. For 10 
points, name this genre which includes "La donna e mobile."  
ANSWER: opera [accept aria; prompt on music or singing] <STM> <VP> 
 

5. The name of this planet is derived from a combination of the two most intelligent species on this 
planet, one of whom was forced by hyperwind storms to live underground with the other. On this 
planet, a heavy box was dislodged from the ceiling to crush three guards and pin the fourth, who was 
then casually decapitated. This planet’s name was the original name of (*) Tatooine before George 
Lucas named it after a local town in Tunisia. A man rode a boga named Varactyl through the sinkhole cities 
on this planet during a chase scene. That chase ended with the internal organs of a cyborg catching fire, 
after which his opponent quipped “so uncivilized.” For 10 points, identify this planet where Obi-Wan 
Kenobi dropped in on General Grievous with the infamous line “Hello there!” 
ANSWER: Utapau <STW> <VP> 



 

 
6. A ship in this film uses a gigantic bowling bowl to knock down moai statues. At the end of this film, a 

mariachi band plays The Star-Spangled Banner in front of a ruined Capitol building. A missile 
explosion is implausibly swallowed up by a balloon in this film, and then that balloon was used to 
make a non-human character’s voice very high pitched. Three characters pose for a picture in front 
of the Taj Mahal as it is blasted with a (*) laser beam in this film. The killing of a dove in this film 
triggers a massacre at a welcoming red carpet ceremony in a Nevada desert. Humanity avoids extinction in 
this film when they discover Slim Whitman’s “Indian Love Call” makes the heads of aliens explode. For 10 
points, identify this 1996 comedy of an attack on Earth by aliens from a nearby planet. 
ANSWER: Mars Attacks! <MOV> <VP> 
 

7. The several-million year old body of a woman named Ayiana discovered on this continent carried an 
ancient plague similar to meningitis. While on this continent, a scientist gave a complicated 
explanation of how a “Zed-P-M” worked, prompting another character to reply, “that was a waste of 
a perfectly good explanation.” That power source, which was obtained from Proclarush Taonas, was 
brought to this continent to power a (*) weapons system found here. Cameron Mitchell required physical 
therapy to walk again after his plane crashed during a dogfight over this continent. In the episode 
“Solitudes,” O’Neill and Carter believe they have gated to an uninhabited planet, but are actually on this 
continent. For 10 points, name this continent home to McMurdo Air Base at the southern tip of Ross Island. 
ANSWER: Antarctica <SGA> <VP> 
 

8. A ship helmsman on this show points out "you’re supposed to say something like 'engage' or 
'increase thrust,'" before another character snaps at him "just fucking go." On this show, a ship 
warps away from another ship whose captain can be heard saying "You better run, king of space 
right here!" That captain was voiced by Aaron Paul. A character on this show stops singing "for he’s 
a jolly good fellow" with "oh, my (*) fuck" after a lieutenant slaps the captain. Some characters on this 
show are created using DNA sources stolen from coworkers and uploaded to an MMORPG called Infinity 
modded by Captain Daly, played by Jesse Plemons. For 10 points, name the show whose first episode of 
season 4 is U.S.S. Callister.  
ANSWER: Black Mirror <OTV> <VP> 
 

9. The oldest one of these devices was destroyed by an intentional asteroid strike, causing the 
destruction of the Bahak system. The illegal activation of one of these devices labeled 314 triggered 
the First Contact War. A statue of one of them was revealed to actually be a miniature one of these 
devices just before a wheeled transport named the (*) Mako came crashing through it. A unique one that 
is colored red, named Omega 4, is fatal to use without a special IFF, which only the Collectors have. 
Pluto’s moon Charon (SHARE-on) was discovered to be one of these objects encased in ice, which enabled 
humanity to explore beyond the solar system. For 10 points, name these objects that permit instantaneous 
travel throughout the Mass Effect universe.  
ANSWER: mass relay <VGM> <VP>  
 

10. Note to players: ship and location required. We’re looking for answers like “the bathroom of the 
Enterprise-B” or “cargo hold of the Space Battleship Yamato.” In this location, a man picks up a pair of 
glasses off a light table, and growls “she didn’t just vanish.” A white disk-shaped transponder was 
planted in this location, possibly by Aaron Doral. The main chamber of an opera house seen in 
visions is revealed in a season finale to actually be this location. In the show’s credits sequence, 
characters are shown bracing for impact in this location as two (*) nuclear missiles strike the ship. A 
character with a white patch on her right cheek due to a self-inflicted gunshot wound fired two bullets into 
the chest of a commander in this location when her Cylon programming activated. For 10 points, identify 
this location from where William Adama commands the ship. 
ANSWER: Battlestar Galactica CIC [or Battlestar Galactica’s Combat Information Center; prompt on 
descriptive answers mentioning Galactica’s bridge or command center] <BSG> <VP> 
 



 

11. When using these ships in one game, an icon of this ship inside a vertical black rectangle moves up 
and down as instructions on the screen tell you to “keep vehicle level!” One of these ships was blown 
out of mid-air after a man reported the distance to a target was “one-seven decimal two-eight.” 
Another of these ships crashed into the command cabin of (*) Blizzard 1 by Hobbie Klivian, who 
ejected just before the crash. Wes Janson was the first to use an unorthodox weapon on these ships after 
armor plating proved too thick for blasters. Dak Ralter claimed he could “take on the whole Empire 
myself” after hopping into one of these ships. For 10 points, name these ships flown by Rogue Squadron 
against Imperial walkers on Hoth. 
ANSWER: snowspeeders [or Incom T-47’s; or the Hoth speeders; prompt on airspeeders] <STW> <VP> 
 

12. In a deleted scene, this character is told of the seventy-plus planets in the system, “the meek have 
inherited not a one.” This character yells "I have a condition!" as a woman in a veil shuts the lid of 
the dumpster this character is in. A job that this character offers is much better than the last job, the 
"wobbly-headed doll caper." A man tried to trade a Callahan full-bore autolock gun named (*) Vera 
for this character. Taking sexual advantage of this character will earn a person a special level of hell, 
"reserved for child molesters and people who talk at the theater." She makes a partner strip off his clothes 
and leaves him in the desert after nearly making off with the Lassiter. For 10 points, name this character 
who accidentally-on-purpose married Malcolm Reynolds, but is really a con artist. 
ANSWER: Saffron [or Yolanda Haymer; or Bridget; prompt on Mrs. Reynolds] <FIR> <VP> 
 

13. In one trailer, this character is seen above a volcano as the voiceover says “they all respond directly 
to an Alpha. We stop [this character], we stop them all.” A 1991 film retconned this character’s 
origin to an American plot to mutate a trio of small Dorats with fallout from nuclear weapons in 
order to stop (*) Japan becoming a superpower, but in the “Final War” film, it is back to being a monster 
of extra-terrestrial origin sometimes called the Astro-Monster. In this character’s second appearance, it is 
terrorizing the Xiliens (ZIL-ee-inns) on a planet where everything is given a number, with this character 
termed “Monster Zero." For 10 points, identify this winged kaiju with golden skin and three 
lightning-spitting heads, and is Godzilla’s greatest adversary. 
ANSWER: King Ghidora (gih-dor-ah or gid-rah or gee-drah) [prompt on Astro Monster or Monster Zero 
before mention] <MOV> <TE> <VP> 
 

14. On Doctor Who, this person asked the Doctor "what is that box?" to which the Doctor replied, "it’s a 
police box, can’t you read?" after the TARDIS appears in this person’s office. Spock made up an old 
Vulcan proverb referencing an action by this human to argue that James Kirk was the perfect 
person to negotiate peace with the Klingons in Undiscovered Country. In one appearance, this man 
edited a Saturday morning cartoon to depict a group of "patriotic (*) peacekeepers who rebuild 
schools with their bullet-sucking vacuum tanks." This man ran in an election after purchasing a titanium 
body previously owned by Bender. For 10 points, name this man whose disembodied head serves as 
President of Earth in Futurama while carried around by headless Spiro Agnew. 
ANSWER: President Richard Milhous Nixon [or Nixon’s disembodied head] (the Spock quote is “only 
Nixon could go to China) <CCL> <VP> 
 

15. A woman in this film monologues to a dead person that he’s going to see a little girl with messy 
brown hair named Sarah, and to tell her that her mom misses her. At its beginning, the title card of 
this film ends “There is nothing to carry sound. No air pressure. No oxygen. Life in space is 
impossible.” While talking about how to perform a reentry, a character in this film states “you just 
(*) point the damned thing at Earth. It’s not rocket science.” That character cracks “half of North America 
just lost their Facebook” after learning that many communications satellites have been destroyed by space 
debris, which shortly thereafter hits Hubble and the attached Space Shuttle. For 10 points, name this 
Alfonso Cuarón film from 2013 starring Sandra Bullock and George Clooney.  
ANSWER: Gravity <MOV> <VP> 
 

16. A member of this species walked into the jungle to make a rendezvous and defect, but when nobody 
met him, he walked back into the base and was executed. After a member of this species remarked 



 

“war is such thirsty work,” another person replied “perhaps if you didn’t talk so much, your throat 
wouldn’t get so dry.” One of them, a former head of state turned terrorist, was told “yeah, what kind 
of people give those orders?” after he was told his wife and children were murdered. The father of (*) 
Ziyal was a member of this species that allowed a Pah-wraith to take over his body. Damar was the legate 
of this species while they were a part of the Dominion. For 10 points, name this species who occupied 
Bajor.  
ANSWER: Cardassians <DS9> <VP> 
 

17. This character rebukes a subordinate by saying he used “blind luck to justify playing god” before 
taking command of that subordinate’s ship. That subordinate also pointed out to this character that 
choosing to bomb an archive was really odd, “that’s like bombing a library.” This character is told 
by a person hanging upside down “you can (*) whistle really loud, you know that?” After his helmsman 
failed to get the ship moving, this character quipped “is the parking brake on?” before repeated his 
command to “punch it.” He wrote a dissertation on a captain for twelve minutes that saved 800 lives, and 
after finding that captain’s son in a bar fight in Iowa, dared him to do better. For 10 points, name this 
mentor to Kirk and predecessor as Enterprise captain. 
ANSWER: Captain Christopher Pike [or Admiral Christopher Pike] <TOS> <VP> 
 

18. A character in this movie threatens to poison guacamole with strychnine after he finds big grains of 
salt floating in his margarita. A heist in this movie ends with one of the main characters saying "well, 
that was easy." That heist scene was set to "Down to Whatever" by (*) Ice Cube. A character in this 
film is left in a completely carefree state after his therapist, while hypnotizing him, dies of a heart attack. 
The protagonist of this movie decides that he doesn’t like his job, and so he’s not going to go anymore. 
That job consists of updating bank software for the year 2000 switch. For 10 points, identify this 1999 
comedy whose poster has a guy covered in post-it notes with the tagline "work sucks."  
ANSWER: Office Space <WHM> <VP> 
 

19. Two characters in this series are put through a fitness course by an seemingly-overweight robot 
named Helga on the planet of Kerwan. Those characters navigated through the so-called “scenic 
sewers” of Pokitaru using a device called the Hydrodisplacer. In this series, pro hoverboarder Skidd 
McMarx crash-landed at Outpost X11 on the planet Aridia. The abbreviated name of a weapon from 
this series called the R.Y.N.O. stands for “Rip Ya A New One.” A 2016 movie spin-off of this series 
earned a miserable (*) 17% on Rotten Tomatoes. A Lombax with yellow and brown fur and a diminutive 
robot typically strapped to the other’s back are the two title characters of this series. For 10 points, name 
this series of PlayStation games with subtitles like “Going Commando.” 
ANSWER: Ratchet and Clank <VGM> <VP> 
 

20. Description acceptable. A piece of debris that impacted a ship and exploded during this battle was an 
actual kitchen sink inserted by the visual effects crew. At the start of this battle’s depiction on screen, 
a minute-long shot with no dialogue has the camera follow two small ships as they fly over a larger 
ship until they (*) dive over its side, revealing a raging battle below. After the ship Invisible Hand was 
captured during this battle and flown into the atmosphere, its rear half broke off, leading its pilot to joke 
“we lost something.” During this battle, a pilot with callsign “Odd Ball” radioed “lock S-foils in attack 
position” to his squad. A character grumbles “flying is for droids” during this battle. For 10 points, identify 
this battle that opened Revenge of the Sith, which took place over the capital of the Republic. 
ANSWER: Battle of Coruscant [accept the opening battle of Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sith] 
<STW> <VP> 
 

21. After crash landing on a moon, this character encounters three children who are actually very old 
and about to die. After aiming his phaser at a holographic pregnant woman, this character is asked 
"you wouldn’t shoot a pregnant woman, would you?” An orchid named for this character was 
created by Lon Suder, whom this character helped control his violent tendencies. This character 
infiltrated a (*) Maquis raider named Val Jean (John). A holographic version of Neelix is strangled by this 



 

person for annoying him too much, and due to a transporter accident, temporarily merged with Neelix to 
form a single person. For 10 points, identify this chief of security aboard Voyager, who is Vulcan. 
ANSWER: Lieutenant Commander Tuvok [or Lieutenant Tuvok] <VOY> <VP> 
 
 

 
  


